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The safe
delivery of cargo and crew and
vessel is the basic task of every merchant mariner. Yet so many maritime casualties still happen that it bespeaks an industry attitude toward
risk that is incompatible with modern ideas of
industry. If the maritime industry does not
remake itself as a modern, high tdmology
industry, responsible for maintaining its own high
standards, then others, outside the maritime
cammunity, wi~ remake it.

INTRODUCTION
““>

Tradition-bound
andfinancially
weak,
[he
Anerkanshipping
industry
k feelhtg
hsway
toward
the21st
century.
Thegrounding,
fires,
andoilspills
that
madeheadlhtes
in1989and
1990, including the won. Valdez spill, have
brought forth some reforms. The. industty’s
drive to innovate is strengthening, as the few
surviving shipping companies shake off old habits instilled by,deqdes of protection from competition, The Coast Guard has regained its
focus on its maritime safety and environmental
missions after a decade of divided responsibilities, but needs the resourees to execute
those missions. The challenge of those accidents may yet galvanfi a reexamination within
the industry that mn spark a renewal of the
proud tradition of American seafaring.
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To the public, the issue is safety, and the
industry seems accident-prone. U.S. waters in
1989 and 1990 suffered through a spate of ma.
jor oil spills, in addition to the I%on Valdez
disaster: 1,5 million gallons of No, 2 heating
oil in Rhode Island Sound from the Gr~kregistered tanker World Prodim, 800,000 gallons
of No. 6 oil near Marcus Hook from the Uru-

gttayan President Rivera; 3 million gallons
from the Mepa Bor~ which burned out of control for several days in the Gulf of Mexieo;
500,000 from two barges rammed by the Greek
tanker Shinoussa in the Houston Ship Channel;
and so on. The impression of an industry unable to manage its vessels, threatening seacoasts
and wildlife with ecdogiml disaster, has taken
firm root in the public mind.

The reality is not so dismal. Ship aualty
and loss, and seafarer injury rates (in percmtages of vessels, of gross tonnage, and of seagoing employees) have improved substantially in
the past 20 years (Figures 1-3). The frequenq
of major oil spills has also declirt~, although
the volume of oil spilled varies grtxdy from
year to year (Figure 4). Better technology, better training, and higher standards imposed by
government and industry safety bodies are responsible (1).
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Figure 1, Rates of serious uualties of oil
tankers (actively trading vessels over 6,tlM gross
tons), 1974-1988. The decline in the rate of
serious tanker casualties since 1970 has been
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linear at a confidence level exceeding 90%.
Data from International Maritime Organization
(1).
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Reportable ~ualv rates of U“s”-flai!
ships, per thousand gross tons (upper ct.me),
and U.S.-flag tank ships, per thousand dead-

weight tons (lower curve), 1970- 19S6. For all
vessels, the decline has been nonlinear (pOWer
function) at a confidence level exceeding 90%;
for tankers, it has been exponential at a con-

fidence level exmcting 99%. Data from U.S.
Coast Guard, Amual Statistiud Summary (l).

We, have allowed maritime traditions to
inhibit change and make improvement difficult,
even in the face of such statisti=. Furthermore,
the industty’s financial distress makti” it hard to
justify the private investments that safety and
competitiveness demand. Yet some U.S. shipping companies, by recasting themselves as international distribution systems, have held their
own+ven gained-in world markets. They
have shown that safkty a“ndsutvival depend on
new and untraditional ways of doing things.
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Still, the American public is pressuring the
industry to perform at a higher standard, which
it believes is attainable.’ We in the maritime
indusny may be gratified by declining accident
and msualty rates per-ship and per-worker. The
public suspeets that its total exposure to these
risks is actually growing, as U.S. oil imports via
tanker rise. The level of publicly acceptable
risk has shifted downward and there is an implicit conclusion that the maritime indusmy.
cannot be tru&3 to take care of its own affairs.

Fimre 3. Annual injury rates per seagoing
employee in U.S. deepwater vessels, 1970-1987.
The decline in the injuty rate for oceangoing
seamen since 1970 has been linear at a confidence level exeeedirig 9990. Data fromMarine

Index
Bureau
(l).
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There is certainly room for improvement.
Each year, fully 2% of the world’s active oil
tankers are involved in serious eam.talties,and
nearly 3070 of the crew members on U.S.-flag
vessels are injured. This performance bespeaks
an attitude toward risk that is incompatible with
modern ideas of industry. These are hardly
figures tha”twould be pointed to with pride in,
say, the aviation industry. Even by its own
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safety measures, the maritime performance is
not impr&sive.

The oil transportation symem is a megasystem,
too (2).

MEGASYSTEMS AND THE LESSONSOF
DANGEROUS EVENTS

Operators and overseers an grow complamnt and forget to uphold the initial high
safety standards. Then an accident is waiting to
happen. The Won Valdez grounding, which
spilled nearly 11 million gallons of crude oil,
focused attention starkly and suddenly on the
risky practices that had become accepted by
those moving oil from Alaska to the lower 4S.
More than 8,7(Mprevious port calls by tankers
at Valdez led those charged with the safety of
that watetway+mpanies, Coast Guard, and
the State-to drop their guards. Most
fundamentally, preventive vigilance had been al10WCXI
to lapse, For example, tankers in the
pristine waters of Prince William Sound had
consistently, and with tacit Coast Guard approval, violated traffic rules requiring vessels to
slow for ice or wait for winds to abate instead
of leaving the normal channels (3). The state
of Alaska, which had originally required pilots
on tankers out to the open waters beyond Cape
Hinchinbrook-seventy miles from Valdez—had
reduced the requirement to the upper 12 miles
of Prince William Sound, at the request of the
pilots’ organization, which was concerned about
the danger of embarking and disembarking pilots in the sometimes violent seas at the mouth
of the Sound (4).

Edward Wettk, naval architect and former
Presidential’science advisor, ails them ‘megasystems”: large, complex technologiml systems
embedded in equally complex, and equally important, social systems, composed of institutions
and people linked by modern mmmunications.
Maritime commeru is such a complex socio-.
technical system; built of both hardware and
human beings+perators, managers, and regulators. Almost by definition, the enterprise
becomes too big for a single point of control to
be effective and sustaining the integrity of the
system relies on an “honor system” of
self-policing. Such a system wm operate for
some time before an event reveals its flaws.
The true complexity of such a system often appears only after a major failure, Wenk points
out, and the interactions of its components are
much harder to restore than the individual tech.
“-+

nkxd systems that are the proximate victhns of
failure.

One consequence of a dangerous event in a
megasystem is that it attracts attention and the
megasystem gains a new component, the public,
who now identi~ themselves as “stakeholders” in
the safe operation of the system. When failure
occurs, the event makes people suspect the integrity of the entire class of similar operations
and they may yearn to apply a particular remedy
to the entire class. If such remedies ‘are applied
without an understanding of the megasystem
interactions, the result can be disappointing,
because the potential for harm remains. The
remedy may in fact add false confidence to the
system operators, because the underlying stress
does not go away, it only goes elsewhere in the
megasystem, perhaps to do harm later. Megasysterns are, however, notoriously more difficult
to describe completely, precisely bemuse new
components (~pecially humans) can add themselves at any time. The classic cases of problem
laden megasystems are nuclear power plants,
space vehicles, the ill-fated pesticide plant at
Bhopal, India, and the Aegis missile cruiser.
“\

When the vessel grounded and oil began to
spill from the hull, the response was inadequate,
owing to divided responsibilities, confusion,
indecision, and lack of preparation. The incident also revealed the extraordinary number of
stakeholders in the megasystem’sproper functioning not only Emon’s personnel and the
Aly~ka pipeline operators, but the f~hermen
and Native American subsistent communities
of the Prince William Sound area, the government of Alaska, the Coast Guard, the Alaska
tourist industry, other users of the waterway,
bankers, insurers, ship designers and builders,
other ship operators rolling at all U.S. ports,
the oil industry in general, and so on. All are
paying for the damage caused. But that casualty
was only the signal of a deeper underlying problem. The maritime industry is running similar
risks evmy day, in all the world’s oceans and
ports. Cahill (5) minces no words. He remarks
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‘Many ships sailing the world’s oceans are
manned and mmmanded by those who should
confine their sailing to the bathtub, but luck
and the undetitms
enable them to ply their
‘trade’ in blissful ignorance of the rudiments of
the mariner’s prof=ion.” We are fortunate
that more vessels and their crews do not
become &isualties.
The public is right to be outraged and the
public is prepared to take away the operating
freedom of the merchant marine in a way that
will determine, to a grater extent than many
realize, the future of. the merchant marine. No
business can expect to, operate on the old terms
any longer without penalty. Ships, especially
commercial ships moving materials from port to
port, operate on territory that the public and
politicians have judg@ to be valuable, the mastal waters and the ocean. In the context of a
national society where heavy industry is declining and more p~ple view the waterfront as
a place for recreation rather than commodily
shipping, fewer ~ple have any sympathy.for
maritime mistakes that are perceived to damage
the ocean. Public opinion, and public emotions,
amorphous thouglt they are, have proven r-ntIy to be powerful forces in shaping the way that
“institutionsact when challenged. If the maritime industry does not remake. itself as a modern, high technology industry, responsible for
maintaining its own high standards, then others,
outside the maritime community, will remake it.
The maritime industry faces a painful but
important transition to a higher standard. The
remainder of this paper examines the dilemmas
faced in the maritime mmmunity, the inertia
that will have to be overcome and the stormy
seiIs that will have to be crossed, in order for
the maritime indust~ to be trusted by the public to determine i~ -own future.

A

CULTURE OF DECLINE

The maritime industry of the United States
is small and has been in decline for years. The
U.S.-flag fleet is .at a historic low, with fewer
than 400 large commercial ships, most of them
aging. Much professional expertise in commercial ship d&ign and shipbuilding skills has been
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lost during the long lapse in commercial orders
for new ships. Shipping. wrnpani~ are ford
to mmpete under ecmiomic conditions and.
policiti that put them at a competitive disadvantage. Maritime-training academies and naval
architecture schoob have small enrollmems
(Figure 5) (6).
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Figure 5. Recent graduates from traditional
ship design schools.
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In a declining industry, new facilities are not
purchased and facility maintenan~ and safety
measures may fall victim to rest-cutting by companies fighting to survive. Few new ships are
being ordered in the United States and ships
worldwide are being operated longer. older
ships are more likely to suffer from corrosion
and metal fatigue (7).
This. development increases the burden on
regulators (i.e., USCG inspectors and OCMIS]
to ensure that the vessels in setic@ are
adequately maintained and are structurally
sound. Getting a bad ship off the water is a
daunting task even with ample resourm and
support for the inspection program. Yet the
U.S. Guard in the past d-de has seen its

‘

inspection resourm cut, and with so little new
building undemayt it is difficult to train new”
inspectors to replace the czidreof retiring
marine inspectors. The USCG also has
@mpeting demands on its personnel—notably
for drug interdiction (8). Between
1981and .

1989,
Sw vessel
andportsafety
billeu
werecut
fromCoast
Guardrosters,

“7,

PortState
Control,
the.
idea
that
anenteringvessel
mn beboarded
andinspected’
fdr’
mmpliance
withatleast
theprevailing
international
marine
safety
standards,
isa useful
effort.
A port
state
control
regime
wasputin
place
inEuropean
prtsinthemid80s.In
1988,
sutveyors
inspected
18.2?%
ofvessels
arrivinginEurope(9).Thatprogram
hasbeenusefulandits
efforts
produ~information
and
actions
that
canhelptheUSCG inconducting
its
owninspection
program.
Butanyprogram
hasits
limits.
Writing
inFairplay,
the“Lookout
Mannstares
“...th=e
massive
structural
accidents
waiting
tohappen
umnotbe‘picked
upbyport
state
control
surveyors.
However
diligent
and
experimud
they
maybe,andnotall
ofthem
areeither,
they
canbeputoffbya setof
perfect
owtifiates
anda little
bulldust”
(10).
Some have argued, in addition, that the
Coast Guard and industry have drag@ their
heels in adopting needed safety measures. It is
a fact that the &ist Guard rejects recommendations by the National Transportation Safety
Board far more often than the Federal Aviation
Administration (2).

.-

And there
ispolitiml
sclerosis,
too.Many
inthemaritime
indust~,
conditioned
bydoxdes
ofbusiness
operations
whh annual
disbursementsoffederal
subsidies,
@n only
seetheir
short-term
interews,
andsomehaveresigned
themselves
tosquabbling
overpieces
ofa
shrinking
pie,Eachdaythese
impasses
remain,
theindustry
grows
less
competitive,
andits
safety
problems
gouncorrected.
Allthese
factors
havecontributed
totheindustry’s
lackluster
safety
record.

BREAKING WITH TR4DITION
Bringing

Safetv into the Modem AQe

Inevery
maritime
asualty,
complex
chains
oferror
areinvolved,
extending
fromtheship’s
decktotheboardrmm,-theCongress,
the
Coast
Guard,
andbeyond.
Improving
thesafety
record
oftheU.S.maritime
industry
will
require
morethantechnological
f~es,
suchasthetankhulls mandated by the Oil Pollution
erdouble
Act of 1990 (P.L. 101- 380). It will require
,“

more than organizational f~es, such as giving
the USCG primaty responsibility for ensuring
adequate cleanups. No maritime traditions m
be sacred.
Safety and the culture of safety that may be
necessary to renew the public trust in the maritime industry will take a lot of effort to develop. The industry and its regulators need to
understand what the safety goals are, and set a
murse to meet them. Every system and procedure will require reexamination. Jobs, as well
as vessels, need to be redesigned. Existing
safety systems ned to be analyzed. Regulatory
fundamentals need to be reassessed.

.

Conflicting Objectives

Butfirst,
thenoise
level
mustdiedown.
Themaritime
industry
today
isa collection
of
competing
interesis-shipbuilders
andoperators,
management
andlabor,
,subsidized
and
unsubsidized,
andsoonandsoon.Thedifferent
segments
oftheindumyworktowards
conflicting
objectives
andoften
against
each
other.
No apparent
progress
istheresult
ofall
theactivity.
Sparse
progress,
either
industrially,
orpolhially,
will
happen
until
theoutside
world
begins
todetect
someunity
ofpurpose.
At this
juncture,
theurgetoretrench
(and
hopethepublic
goesaway)
maybestrong,
and
theurgetoreform
(andhopethepublic
will
be
satisfied)
maybejust
u strong.
Neither
issufficient
initself,
because
we ought
notlet
other
people
decide.
notonlywhatisimportant,
but
howtotendtothat
important
business.

How did this powerful political industry get
so successfullypinned to the wall? By being so
knowledgeable and simultaneously being so
miserly in the application of that knowledge
when the opportunity presented itself. Inthe

event
ofthetanker
casualties
recently,
theindustry
demonstrated,
inextremis,
Ihat
there
had
been alternative design and operating smtanos
developed, then shelved beause they cost “too
muc~ money or because they “rocked the boat”
and threw the established (mega)system tm far
out of kilter. Now, all the industry indirectly
and directly”is paying the price for that attitude.
The public judgments made about. the behavior

\
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no incentives for productitiry improvements, and
so do not enmurage innovation. Many
subsidized operaton have fallen far behind their
foreign mmpetitors.

ofmariners

and maritime companim have been
harsh and the industry is in the midst of a blatantly punitive public overhaul that is framed to
suit the demands of an angry and mistrusting
public. .Sadly, when it is in place, the overhaul
may yet ““fallshort of both the needed and the
expected improvements in maritime safety and
oil spilLprevention. Unless we develop a mpability withiti the maritime industty to addreas
vital -isSues on our own, we will find the story
repeating itself.
industry is to regain control
If the maritime
of its own future, then it must develop cammon
objectiv~ among the fragments of the industry.
This will be hard, because the separate interests
have not worked in this manner customarily,
even on an issue so agreeable to all as safety.

~mpetitiveness

Without Protection?

It is time to examine the economic protection measures which originated 10 maimain.
competitive U.S. shipping and shipbuilding industries Operating ships under the U.S. flag
was recognized long ago to be more expensive
than operating under foreign flags. In 1936, to
sustain a mercharn fleet under the U.S. flag, the
federal government established the Construction
Differential. Subsidy”(CDS) program and the
Operating Differential Subsidy (ODS) programs
—which compensate operators and owners for
the ‘differential” between their costs and those
of foreign competitors. Vestiges of that extensive direct subsidyregime remain today. Cargo
preferenms, such as agricultural and military
products, are similarly venerable. Domestically,
cabotage”laws such as the Jones Act, enacted in
1920, restrict thetirriage of cargo between
points in the .United States to vessels built,
documented, and owned in the United States;
U.S. “mrnmercial shipyards’ and merchant marine
operators’ dependence on these protections is
nearly ~mplete.

The subsidy and related programs cost the
taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars
annually. For.example, in FY1989, the Federal
Government paid out $212.3 million to the operators of 76 ships for the Operating Differential Subsidy (foreign costs amount to 30-35
percent of U.S. subsidized costs), They contain
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In 1983, Warren Leback, the current Maritime Administrator+ho
:administers the sub-

~~

sidies-p~oposed a thorough revision of several
Jones Act provisions ‘to.encourage competitiveness of builders and operators (11). Reform
is still needed, and should include,the other
subsidy, preference and assistance programs,too.
The nation neal not arty these programs into.
the next century, at, least not in their praent.
forms.
For instanm, some subsiditi muld be made
contingent on improvements in productivity—
an appro?ch that has worked in other industries.
Others could be simply withdrawn, such as the
provision that prevents U.S. compani~ operating between U.S. ports from buying foreignbuilt ships. Allowing operatom to buy the best

ship at the best price could go a long way toward improving their competitive position.
Changes to trade barriers at the same time
could give a nudge to U.S. shipbuilders as well.
Additional requirements and incentives could
encourage the industry to”modernize its training,
operations, and management as well as vessel
design and technology.
Reform legislation has languished in the
House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee for years, hostage to the voud competing
groups. ~Subsidy -program laws, for example,.are
due for reauthorization in 1997. Shipbuilders
lobby to require new ships to be built in U.S.
yards, while ship operators demand permission
to buy cheaper foreign-built vessels, The result
is legislative gridlock Similar amflicts mn be
pointed out betvyeenunions and the managementq unions with foreign-flag mttracts and
those who sail strictly ,under the U.S. flag
U.S.-flag operators and foreign-flag operators;
liner and tramp operators; general mrgo and
bulk carrier% and operators and ports.
The indust~ as now cqtstituted will not
sumive if subsidies are suspended abruptly. .We
have already lost too many maritime companies
itl [hepast
de=de, and we don’t need to bury

,-
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the suMvors. Subsidy withdrawal or revision
should be aummpanied by research and development to moderniz the fleet and its operations,
including training, operations, and management
as well as vessel technology The’industry itself
will need to lead and pay much of the cost, with
government as a catalyst. Such a program to
improve the industry’s competitiveness will
require the cooperation of all the industry’s
parties.
Reforminr! Traditional Work Practias

.—.

No maritime tradition is more ingrained
than the tradition of rigid crew structure. The
traditional division of shipboard labor, the tradition of ovenvork, and even the proud tradition
of command are relics of the past. With today’s
technology and today’s social expectations, they
impair safety, and should.be at the top of the
list in any program of reform. If we are to
modernize, then we need to enhanm the research and development to support decisions in
work practices, manning, crew qualifications, and
perhaps, shoreside ship management strategies.
This count~ needs to leverage the worldwide
developments already underway in this area.
Shoreside solutions do not readily adapt
themselves to maritime applications, so we will
need to support some astonishingly fundamental research in the area of improving maritime
safety during shipboard work conditions. Yet
the few contemporary efforts to seriously study
and modify the shipboard work place are sometimes flawed and that impedes improvement.
For example, Fletcher et al., (12) in one of the
few published works to address crew fatigue,
conducted a limited test of a 2/6 watch system
for navigating mates. The lesson reported is
noteworthy, because researchers admitted that
they “overlooked one serious implication”, the
switch to “deck watch” during port operations.
In effect the “deck watch” requirements nullified
any benefits the crew may have gained during
the sea passage. On~ again, it is the tradition
at work, the tradition that places the mate in
the position of being on call round the clock at
every port call. There is no explanation as to
why the researchers were unaware of the change
in work practim required as part of a. mate’s
job, because there had been months of prep-

aration for the trial &fore it was actually undertaken, The lmon the maritime community may
take from these results is that mariners do work
under unique conditions and they know more
than they realize they know about their own
situation. Surely someone could have thought
to tell these human factors researchers that the
mates stayed on duty in port. k Fletcher
states in the-conclusions, “...the value of the
personal intemiew should not be underwimatwl” (10). But the other l=son to take
away is that some maritime traditions, notably
the dual responsibility of the mates to both
navigate the vmsel and then work wgo, are so
far from the norm of industrial practim that
their use was not anticipated by people who
study people at work.
When

hws

Enshrine

the Traditions

In the U.S., most of these traditional work
practim are codified into law, so that the prevailing statute is replete with specific conditions
and numerical requirements. That actually handicap$ the indust~, be=use it affords no opportunity for the regulators to keep up with the
conditions in the fleet. The present law was
first passed decades ago, and has bwn updated
largely by piecemeal addition of very specific
provisions. Compared to the law that establish
regulation for other transportation industries, it
is archaic, and ignores much of the industrial
developments of the past two decades (l). In
this instanu, only the Ckmgresshas the keys to
change. If the U.S. maritime industry is to
survive into the next century, it must mmpel
Congress to reexamine the merchant marine
manning statute, purge it of the grab bag of
specifi= it now cmttains and remold it into a
modern industrial statute that lays down the
national poliq and leaves it to the executive
branch agenq (the USCG) to design the
specifi~.
There are many traditions in the way“American mariners work. The aspects of U.S. work
practiu addressed here are hierarchy, manning
structura, work practices, and training.
Hierarchy. The hoary tradition of the ship
Master as source of all authority over the vessel
must be examined, The absolute authority of
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the captain
isa traditional
sour=ofnavigation
“It
isnotunusual
fora
mualties,
forexample.
deck officer to remain aghast and silent while
his aptain grounds ihe ship or collides with
another,” not= “Perrow(13). Cahill (5) recounts
numerous i~tan= where an officer on watch
gave an itumrrect ‘~elm’order which was dutifully
performed by the pehon at the wheel. Indeed
most of the recent “major polluting wsualti=
took place with more than one pmson on the
bridge, which did not prevent their occurrerm
Hierarchy has the unfortunate mwquence
of valuing onti pkfiit’s skills more than another’s. New professional courses in “bridge
team building* have ‘been implemented to tmch
mariners ways to coordinate their efforts during
navigation situations to provide more mtstructive interaction and prevent casualti& that result from navigating -errors (14). Hierarchy is
also less mmpatible with smaller crews, where
all must perform as a t&am. Modern
sophistimted vessets may require a broader distribution of iesponsibilitie~ some companies
already are establishing “ship‘management
t=ms.n
-“ ‘

Inresponse
tothese
changes,
theCoast
Guardneeds
tohavemorecontrol
overthe
of both licensed and unprecise
qualificathrts
licensed perionnel. Requirements should be
stricter (and”more frequently recertified), and
skill speciftmtions more precise, to reflect differences in vmel @e and servim. In addition,
the laws arid regulations establishing crew qualifications and li&tsing should be re-examined to
introduce more versatile job categories that
reflect the way ships will work in the future.
A single class of “watch officm” with training in navigational and technical skills, as welI
as business and logistim, should be creatd to
operate U.S. flag ships in the futur~ some companies and training institutions have already
taken steps to broaden the training they offer.
The rise of the new shoreside ship managers
and their clearer emphasis on meeting the needs
of the ‘timpany have added a dangerous.-element
to this tradition of command. No shorebound
manager can estimate the hazard in a machinery
failure or a fog bank as well as can the crew
and Master. Yet, we are told, =ptains are un-
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der tacit pressure to maintain schedule regardless of weather or equipment failurg. Ahhough
company polici~ authorize the uptain to alter
the ship’s schdule on the grounds of fatigue,
weather, or equipment failure, in practicx the
mptairts are under tremendous pressure to
maintain the schedule. Numerous a.sualty investigations have cited the prmsure on the
Captain to save his job as wntributing factors
to the muse of a @sualty (5). ti”ntributing to
the Amoco Cadiz debacle were extended
contract discussions betwtxn ship and shore,
while the ship faced imminent peril. The
interests of maritime saf~ty are no longer met
when communication utpabiliti= mt be abused
to control the actions of a master facing a vessel emergenqi
Improvements in navigation technology or
other safety-related equipment often fail.10 secure the intended safety benefits. Perrow (13)
quotes a licensed master, as saying, “...Improved
instrumentation is being used to enable navigators to prosecute their voyage with greater economicxdefficienq, and certainly with greater
ease, but the risk per ship would seem to remain about constant.” The infamous Torrev
X
spill in 1967 ~urr~
PartlYb~~e the
captain, to make up time, took a short-cut
through the intricate channels of the Stilly
Islands.
The present laws and regulations governing
mariners legal responsibilities ned to be reexamined to confront the reality of the Master’s
limited autonomy in an emergenq. A legal
regime is needed that effectively lifts the veil of
innocence from the corporate officers and recognizes that the decisions of the Master in an
emergenq may be distorted by instructions from
distant managers,
Manning Structures. The crew structure
required by U.S. law W= designed to serve the
needs of an obsolete technology. It. is less and
less important to distingt&h between deck and
engine workers, as is requird by law. It is a
relic that ~limits efficien~, with no clear safety
rationale (l). Unchanged for more than half a,
wttuty, these laws impose a strict division
between deck and engine workers, unjustified by
modern vessel technology, and require the
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division of deck and engine personnel into three
watches (even though most no longer stand
watches). These provisions-guarded
@dously in
the past by maritime unions-have blocked
innovation in manning that could complement
the changes in ship technologies. At the same
time, they fail to protect seafarers from
ovework and fatigue (l). The Gast Guard
should be given the authority, under law, to
rationalize U.Si mewing standards. The industry
management needs [o find ways to gain crew
union support for these changes, which are in
the long-term” interest of the industry.
Work Practices.
Increased workloads and.
incruing
fatigue among ships’ crews is a common situation. On long sea passagm, working
overtime is an accepted way, to make extra money while little else is going on. In port, working
overtime becomes an ines~”pable necessity for
some crew members, notably the chief mate. At
some point in every individual, this schedule becomes unsustainable and fatigue sets in and
safety is compromised. Fatigue appears to be a
persistent precursor to casualties, although the
cause-effect link is difficult to document (15).
Fatigue contributed to the I!Zmon Valdez
grounding, acc@ding to the National Transportation Safety Board (4). The problem of fatigue
is mmpounded by the increasing pam of work

on modern ships. when cargo was unloaded by
hand, sailors might have a week or two in each
port. Today, turn-around is’much more rapid.
There are too few opportunities for shore leave,
rest or relaxation. Vessels may leave port under
the command of severely fatigued officers. The
round-the-clock dutim”of the master and mates
during today’s brief and intense port calls
should be re-eiaminti (12). The Master of the
Greek-registered tanker World Prodim, which
ran aground iri broad daylight, spilling 1.5 million gallons of No.’2 heating oil in Rhode
Island Sound, stated that he was exhausted from
overwork (16). Yet seafarers’ extraordinary
attachment to the work practices that cause
fatigue have inhibited change. If change is not
self-initiated and self-directed, then pressure to
change will mount, again from the public in
response to polluting casualties.

IMni!E. The t~hni~lh sophisti~t~
ships of the future will require accordingly more

sophistim’ted training and licensing arrangements for shipboard personnel. In most advanced shipping nations of Aia and Northern
Europe, both ol%eersand unlicensed personnel
are trained in the broad techniml skills demanded by evolving technology and crewing practims.
In the United States, by contrast, most formal
training (and Coast Guard licensing) still reflects the traditional divisions of labor between
deck and engine personnel. However, many
expect that a single class of broadly qualified
“watch offims” (with training in both navigational and technhl skills, as well as business
ships in
and logisth) will mmmand “U.S.-flag
the future. Shipboard maintenance, now the
province of highly trained licensed engineers,
may devolve on unlicensed specialists and shorebased personnel.
Some U.S. shipping campanies have undertaken their own training programs to broaden
crew members’ skills. New kinds of training,
beyond the technical, are being instituted. The
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and other institutions have begun to offer cm.mses in shipboard management, cammuniwition between
masters and mates, and watch-keeping effectiveness. Ironically, due in part to the drop in enrollment of new cadets, maritime union schools
and officer training academies have spare training capacity to support the required new training and licensing programs. Some new automated ships have built-in simulators for individual
and team training in normal and emergenq’
operations.
SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILI~
WI-MT KIND OF SAFETY
AND HOW DO WE GET IT

Safety comes from many sourcm. Maritime
safety involves interactions among many components in the maritime megasystem. Some
degrees of safety can be providd in each stage
of shipping, To improve safety, that is to remake the present state of the art so that fewer
crew members are injured and more commercial
ships complete their voyages without damage to
hull or ocean, will require action on all fronts.
It is useful to compare the maritime regulatory
regime with that of civil aviation, Both industries are worldwide transportation symems,
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with operators
inmanycountries.
Bothare

adopting
new technology
andcrewing
practi=.
Companies’
inbotharefaced
withnewcompetisubtive
pressures,
asgovernments
cuttheir

/,alties, sumeying ships in sGMce, tighter control
of fleet operations, penalties after the fact, national or iritemational standards.

sidies and deregulate markets., In the United
State% both ate regulated by the U.S. Department of Transportation. But their approach=
to safety could not be more”different.

STRENGTHENING SAFETY
ENFORCEMENT

+

Licens&,”forships’.“mastersand mates
permit the operation of nearly any type
or sti of vessd. &rline flight crews
are far more strictly licensed, with certification for =ch tie ofaircraft they
operate...,

+

Worl&g &nditio& and total hours
of
workofflight
crews
aremuchmore
tightly
controlled.
thanthose
ofship
crews.

waters. It certfies vesse~ structural soundness
and the adkqurq of safety equipment ‘and ships’
manning leveli, sets the standards for crew
members, and overiees traffic “in the nation’s
ports. It also has a variety of missions which,
some argue, diminish its @pabiliti= to oversee
maritime safety (and marine entiorimental
protection) effectively, But. the agenq in the
primary mission,
as
1980s lost its focus on this
newmissions diverted resourm (8), Safety has
not had the priority it must have in Coast
Guard programs. If the public dtirnands
increased safety and environmental protection,
then the government has to provide increased
funding to the enforwrnent agencies. No new
laws are needed, but better enforcement is needed, and that takes more resources.

+ .Penalties
forsafety
‘neglect
aremuch
lighter
inthemaritime
industry
thanin
theav!ation
ind~tty.
+

Maintenan~ standards for aircraft are
far higher than jhose for ships, and far
more strictly “enforti.
,.

t Traffic
systeti
intheUnited
States
cgver
onlya“handfil
ofports
and
waterways,
andaremostly
advisory
in
nature.
.,Aircraft
navigation,
on the
other
‘hand,
depends
ona
comprehensive
global
system
oftraffic”
control,
aswell
,Wautomated
onboard .flight
amtrol
systems.
+

Neither government nor industry spend
signifmant funds on maritime research,
including safety research. The aviation
industry and its federal regulators spend
generously.Oriresearch, with a high priority on safety research.

In stiort, one industry plain safety first;
operational risk-tiking mntinues in the other.

‘“severalapproaches now in
place or in, preparation to improve safety by
strengthening +standards: strengthening safety
enforcement, Improving data gathering for msuWe will examine

The U.S.
Coast
Guard is the agenq entrusted with ensuring the safety of shipping in U.S.

Sofar,
theCoast
Guardhasnotbeenable
tocounter
thiS
tradition.
Inthe19S0s,
Coast
held st+dy, in real dollars, while”””
Guardfunding
traffic grew in U.S. ports and new missions,
such as drug interdiction, control of illegal immigration, and milita~ r=diness, claimed re:
sources that should have been devoted to safety
(8). Inspections were I-s frequent, ‘less ~
thorough, and conducted by less qualified
persorinel. Traffic‘monitoring radar s~tetris fell
victim to tighter budgets. (CMst Guard radar
coverage of”Prince Wllliarn Sound w=” scalti
back a ‘fewyears before-the Emon Valdez went
aground, and ihe jtinior ‘~ast Guard pemo.nnel
operating thein did not &now they had the “authority to ,question tanke~’ navigation or
require them. to report their positiow frequently.
(3). Coast Guard authority to irtsp~t foreign
ships in US. waters was rarely exercised (l).
The new Coast Guard commandant sees
maritime safety as a high priority (17). The ~il
Pollution Act has given the agenq greater
prevention and cleanup responsibilities. “Theagerq’s existing regulatory statutes give it the

,?-.
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authority to stiffen its insptition of both U.S.”
and foreign ships in U.S. waters. Congress
should pr-ovide‘thk funds and legislativ~ support
for these reforms speedily.
Improving Data on Safetv Performance
“Human error” is the “probable cause’ for
SW of vessel casualties (18). But that statistic
actually reports the primitive state of our
accident invtitigation practims more than it
reports the capabilities of marine~ (l).
Accurate data on vessels, their exposure to
harm, and the safety performanw, of personnel
and equipment is fundamental to assessing
safety problems, monitoring results of safety
programs, and measuring the effectiveness of
safety strategies. Inadequate data makes it difficult to quantify safety problems, determine
causal relations, and assess safety improvement
strategies. However, the data that are available
indimte that signifimnt safety problems exist,
and that h,uman error, vessel and equipment
inadequacies all contribute ~o them.
The most fundamental problem with available safety data is that the impacts of mualties,
personnel accidents, and environmental pollution incidents are highly varied, and thus difficult to assess and “compare. Property damage,
environmental damage, and human pain and
death are very different things. Asessing and
comparing impacts of maritime safety lapses
must therefore be largely subjective. In
practice, regulatory priorities of this kind are
established by poliq’ decisions, reflecting the
values society places on the various potential
losses involved.

.’7,
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The frequencies of casualties, accidents, and
environmental pollution incidents, in contrast,
are quantifiable, given adequate information.
.Several organizations maintain records of these
events both domestically and worldwide. For
example, data on the numbers of casualties,
personnel injuries, and oil spills per year are
easily obtained.
However, this information, by itself is inadequate for meaningful statistical estimates of the
contributions of specific factors, for example,
vessel manning, to the safety record. The avail-

able data bases do not generally offer meaningful information on the many variables and
causal factom that interact to determine the
safe~ record of an individual vessel. Manning,
management practim (e.g., the maintenanw,
training, and scheduling); complian~ with regulatory requirements; the performance of Ihose
entrusted with operating and navigating vessels;
and the service to which the vessel is put (its
trade and routes) all must be known or statistimlly estimated before sound ass~ments of
auidents and their aws, and estimates of safety performance, at be made.
Moreover, there is no general agr~ment on.
an appropriate measure of exposure to hazards.
Casualty and amident data must be related to
an exposure variable. One obvious approach
might be to compare the percentage of a given
flag’s (or a given fleet’s) tankers experiencing
accidents to the corresponding percentage of the
worldwide fleet experiencing the same class of
accidents. However, this comparison may be
misleading; since tankers of different flags may
have markedly different services and routes, so
that they emmunter different hazar@. Studies
therefore have used at least three approximations of exposure to hazards: port calls, tons
delivered, and ton-miles. These measures yield
very different estimates of accident frequencies,
and am yield different rankings of risk Furthermore, collection and analysis of exposure
data is not routinq obtaining and working with
it can be time consuming. Development of
maritime exposure data bases is requird.
The adage that “It is neceisary to m=ure it
if you want to manage it” applies to maritime
safely. Precise, reliable, and highly detailed data
on msualties and their @uses is needed if the
reliability of maritime systems and operations is
to be improved.
Survevhw Ships in Service
Extending the safe operatiordsemice of today’s ships must also have a high priority, for
they will make up most of the fleet for years to
come. The. rising costs of new vessels have
prompted owners throughout the world to retain ships in sewim longer (although the new
doubie-hull requirement will encourage
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scrapping of the oldest and least sound). All
other things being equal, older vessels are more
likely to suffer structural damage (19). The
U.S.-flag fleet is -the oldest of any major flag in
‘ the world.

reason, the new requirements for double hulls
At this point, the final terms for their design
and construction are the fopic of healthy speculation, but it is generally agreed that double
hulls will increase the r~uirement for maintenance and the risk of fires and explosions.
The counter to both these threats i more attention from Coast Guard inspectors and classiftm-
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Thevery
large
iwmkers
usedforlong-distanw&rriage
ofqudeoil
areofspecial
umtion societysurveyors. !“
cern,
sinwthey
aresubject
toextreme
fat@e
loads,
owing.
mainly
to.
their
large
size
and.
the
Tiphter Control Over Tankers
fact
that
they
havefewtankdivisions
tohelp
distribute
str~ses.
At thesametime,
shipbuildCountering the maritime world’s tradition of
ersinthelast
decade
anda half
have.
frequently
operational risk-taking. ii far more important
usedhigh-tensile
steel
to.
achieve
lighter
(and
than all the techniud safety masures imposed
thus
cheaper)
structures.
Thesevtisela’
design
by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. The Act
and~nstruction
wereoften
notwell
suited
to
thenewmaterials,
andsomehave
.e@erienced, includes a great. number of important and overdue measures. Itrequires
double
hulls.
It
highrates
ofstructural
failure
(20).
A recent
strengthens
checki
against
drugandalcohol
study
ofthetankers
arrying
crude
outof
ValdeG
Alaska,
found
a slartlhtg
frequenq
of
abuse
(including
searches
ofdrunk-driving
major
structttral
failu@s,
owirtg
topoordesign
re#rds
before
issuingofficers’
licenses),
h requires
ship
operators
toprepare
andimplement
andm~truction,
andtothesevere
seaconWorst-casem
oil
spill
r~ponse
plans.
Itgives
the
ditions
these”
ships
en@nter(21).
Coast
Guardmore explicit authority to direct
Given these.,con~itions in the traditional
maritime (lag nations ,and the free market expansion success -of new “offshore registries” and
erstwhile “cl~sifiuttion societies” available to
the modern ship financier,.it seems difficult to
accept the proposition that today’s problem
laden r,e@u~ scantling high strength constructions, which”have received so much attention,
will be suitably inspected during iheir entire
setvice life,(22). .. . .

traffic in ports and waterways. It gives the agenq resportsibilitjf for oil-spill response, and increases the, criminal penalties for discharging oil
“into US waters. It establishes special towing
and pilotage requirements for Prince William
Sound. These are alI welcome steps, toward
higher standards of safety in the shipping industty. “ ~

Conscientious maintenanu is vital to slowing this deterioration (7) (19) (23). Many
owners short of msh we. thought to have
skimped when mnfronted with the unanticipated
high maintenan& of the high tensile st~l
constructions. Some owners may have let other
maintenanm slide as well during the shipping
recession of the &trly 19S0s (20). No longer
should financially strapped shipping companies
be allowed to postpone safety measures suchas

The Act raises the federal oil spill liability
limits for tank vessels from S150 per gross ton
to S1200), and allows states .to impose liability
without limit. k a back-up, a federal trust
fund is provided (financed by a tax on oil) to
pay claims for cleanup and damages that, for
whatever reason, are not paid by the shipowner.
But limitation, even under the federal law, is
fragile, because specititi limit$ are easy to
“break” and defenses are relatively difficult to
assert successfully. In”effect shipping mmpanies
that arty oil to the United States’now faw
unlimited liability for spills. Thus, this gemire
by Congress to protect our shores makes for a
lopsided pact be~een ship and mrgo interest,
which may, unintentionally, diminish the
attention paid to maritime safety. These

periodic
maintenance.
Theinspection
effort
of
bothgovernmentandinsurers
needs
tobe
strengthened
toassure
thesoundness
ofaging
vessels.
The challenge of providing quality inspection and inspectors must be met for another
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Penalties after the Fact: Liability Limits
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provisiorts in the new law deserve sober
reconsideration.

ful transformation of the maritime industry in
the United States depends on five developments.

In the wake of the recent spate of major oil
spills, with imagti of dying s= otters and birds
still fresh in our minds, such punitive liability
provisions seem justfied. But unlimited liability
may make it impossible for major, shipowners to
obtain adequate insurance wwerage and form
them to drop out of the oil transportation business, rather than self insure. Operators with
shallower pockets may then take a larger share
of the trade. These compani~, whose standards
of operation may be lower than those of the
major oil companies and larger independent
owners, might well spill more oil, not less. And
they are less likely to be able to cover the full
damages incurred in a major spill.

(1) The leadership of the fragmental industry must develop cmnrnon objectives. The industry must unify to solve
its problems. Motivating the new outlook will be acknowledgement that the
level of acceptable risk has changed.
Managemerils and unions need to moperate to change theculture of operational risk-taking, and the traditions
that make it hard to innovate.

Already, two mmpanies that barge large
quantities of petroleum to New England have
indicated that they will no longer carry cargoes
to Massachusetts and “Maine,whose laws saddle
the ship operator with unlimited liability for oil
spills. Failure to assign cargo owners a share of
responsibility is also risky, since it relieves them
of the incentive to overs= vessels’ safety.
Cmgress Wuld pursue a more effective
strategy by implementing two important international agreements that the U.S. helped to negotiate. the International Convention on Civil
Liability for Oil Pollution Damage assigns liability to shipowners based on the tonnage of the
vessel. To fund compensation to pollution victims in cases where the damage exce+ds shipowners’ liability limits, oil importers would be

required to finance an international fund under
a second international agreement. Together,
these established conventions could provide
more effective deterrence to risk-taking than
will be gained by threatening shipowners with
unlimited liability.
‘SETTING A COURSE TOWfiD

,---=.,

(2) If the public demands increased safety
and environmental protection, then the
government has to provide increased
funding to the. enforcement agencies.
New laws are not needed, but better
enforcement, and that takes more resources. Anong other developments,
more money for enforcement would
enable stepped-up inspection of vessels
operating in U.S. waters, and mandatory
traffic control systems in major ports
and watmvays.
(3) Subsidies and related industry supports
and preferenm need to be reformed, to
give companies more incentive to innovate. Crewing lam should be revised,
so companies and unions an arrive at
crew structures that are efficient and
safe. Congress should revisit the Oil
Pollution Act’s liability provisions, to
reconsider the consequences of unlimited liability,
(4) If the United States is to modernize,
enhanced research and development is
needed. This muntry needs to leverage
the. worldwide developments already
well undenvay in the worldwide maritime industry.

RENEWAL

By modernizing i~ management, organization, and regulation, taking advantage of new
technology, and developing its human resources,
the maritime industry can enter the 21st century
as a viable transportation system. The success.

(5) The United States needs to harmonize
its domestic maritime safety laws with
the underlying international maritime
safety agreements. The United States is
considered a good initiator at the IMO,
but needs to make greater effort to

..-”
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adopt the international standards that
have bwt developed.
Ac.$omplishing ,this program will depend on
viewing old problems in new ways. Cherished

traditions will ,need to be abandond. Economic
renewal wi~”require re@oration of public confidence, and catfidefi~ can be built only”by
serious attention to-safety.

WarineBoard of the National Resarch
huncil, in pras.
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